Questions and Answers

1. Which of the following is the recommended dosage of processed Radix Aconiti as stated in *Pharmacopoeia of the People’s Republic of China* (2010)?
   
   **B**: 1.5 g - 3 g

2. Which of the following information is **NOT** allowed to be published on a website for practice advertising of a CMP?
   
   **E**: Working experience of the CMP

3. Which of the following information is **NOT** required to be included on the medical record of patient?
   
   **C**: Qualification of the CMP

4. Which of the following is **NOT** a proper behaviour of a CMP?
   
   **A**: Follow the instruction of patients when issuing sick leave certificate

5. What certificate should a registered CMP hold so that he/she can practise Chinese medicine in Hong Kong?
   
   **D**: Valid Practising Certificate

6. What is the usual validity period of a practising certificate?
   
   **E**: 3 years

7. To apply for renewal of a practising certificate, what requirements shall a registered CMP meet apart from making the application in writing, paying the prescribed fee and making the required declaration?
   
   **B**: Having complied with the CME requirements determined by the Practitioners Board

8. What is the minimum number of questions should a registered CMP answers correctly if he / she wants to attain the 2 CME points by completing the CME Quiz?
   
   **D**: 6 questions

9. What offence(s) would a CMP possibly have committed if the medicines that he/ she supplied to a patient under his/ her care was found to contain steroid (a western medicines)?
   
   **A**: Illegal sale of Part I poison, illegal sale of unregistered pharmaceutical product, and selling a drug intended for use by man but unfit for that purpose

10. With effective from 29.11.2012, which of the following is the CME points requirement, reduced from formerly 60 points, per each CME cycle commences after a registered CMPs has reached the age of 75?
    
    **E**: 30 points